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Abstract

This essay provides a criticai retnew of ccmtemporary controversies related
to the notion of emergence by discussing, among other recent views, Achim
Stephan's defense of the ontological tradition of emergenust thought along
the limes of C D 13mad Stephan's distincuons between various notions
of emergence, different in strength, are useful as they clarify the state of
discussuyn There are, however, several unsettled problems concenung
emesgence Some of these (e g, downward causation) have been dealt
ttith by Stephan, 1<mi, and others, though not entirely sausfactonly, while
others (e g, the nature of properues, the issue of realism) woidd require
further mvestigation m this conteau It is argued in particular that down-
ward causauon would not trouble emergenusts, were they tvillmg to adopt
a more Kanuan cmd/or Wittgenstemian approach Some examples of such
an option are given Thus, the caricie sketches a phtlosoplucal perspec-
tive from which a radical reassessment of the emergence debate could be
pursued

1. Introduction

The luerarchtcal relattons between different "leveis" of reahty have
tradmonally been debated among metaphystuans and philosophers
of science Over the past few decades, the concept of superveruence
has been a popular means to conceptualue these relanons li has
almost superseded the notton of ernergence, which was widely used
earher m the twenneth century, especially as a proposal for a third
way between the unappealmg extremes of mechamsm and vttahsm
m the plulosophy of biology — a controversy which sri our days has
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merely histoncal mterest While there is no umversally accepted def-
mition of supervemence available, let alone a umversally accepted
account of how any such defirution could be used to "solve", say,
the mmd-body problem, 1 it seems that the philosoplucal mamstream
is still busily seeking new solunons on the buis of the notion of
supervemence 2 Untd very recently one may have easily felt that
emergence has been forgotten, to the extent that some people have
considered it as outdated as the controversies it was first meant to
settle

Emergence does have its defenders, however, it may even have
re-emerged as a central position m the phdosophy of mmd 3 Achim
Stephan's book Emagenz (Stephan 1999, hereafter cfted as E) is
probably the only major plulosophical monograph pubhshed on Mis
notton and its lustory in an International language, 4 though there
is also a growmg number of joumal andes avadable Far from ad-
mitting that emergence belongs merely to the history of phdosophy,
Stephan notes that we are wttnessmg a "renaissance" of emergen-
ustn, not only m the phdosophy of mmd (E, chapter 15) but also in
such fashionable interdisciphnary fields as cogrutive science, connec-
tionism, chaos theory, synergencs, and theones of self-orgaruzation
(E, chapters 17 and 18) He succeeds in analyzmg the nottons of
emergence at work m these disciplines, m many cases argumg that
they are not sufficiently strong or theorettcally interesttng

Most of Stephan's book is devoted to the construction of a rea-
sonable ontological concept of emergence, weak enough to be scien-
tifically (naturahstically) acceptable but strong enough to account for
th.e "novelty" of, say, the human nund m relation to its material or
phystcal buis 5 Thus, Stephan, as most other contemporary einer-
gennsts, wishes to formulate a version ofnon-reductive phystcaitsm In
thts essay, I shall focus on some general phdosophical issues regarding
emergence and related nonons, rather than evaluatmg Stephan's or
anyone else's techmcal defmitions of the concept m any dose detad
I am sympathetic to the attempt to renew phdosophers' mterest m
the concept of emergence, but I shall also pomt out some problems
that emergentists should face My investigation will, I hope, pro-
vide some reasons for a thoroughgotng critica! re-evaluatton of the
recent hterature on emergence Among other things, 1 shall examine
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the background assumptions of the problem of downward causanon,
wluch many people, mdudmg emergennsts like Stephan and anu.-
emergennsts like Jaegwon Kim (1999a, 1999b), seem to regard as
the problem with emergennsm 6 Thus, I hope to be able to set the
emergence debate In a larger context

It will emerge ui the course of my survey that my cnnasms of
both emergentists and their ames are presented from a philosophi-
cal point of vtew that questions some of the crucial background as-
sumptions that make their debate meanmgful I can understand the
charge that I am not playmg a fair game with them But that's how
it usually is with attempts to attack an entire philosophical (or scien-
tific) paradigm I am questionmg the physicahstic world-rncture that
underhes most of the recent discussions of emergence and superve-
mence (however "non-reductive" they are claimed to be), yet, I do
not thmk I am abandonmg naturahsm (or emergence) altogether I
am concemed with the possible uses the nonon of emergence nught
receive in a quite different form of naturahsm than the one we fmd
m the current emergence and supervenience hterature Hence, what
follows ought to be seen as a prehmmary sketch of how we should
reconsider what ktrui of naturahsm we would hke to have m the plu-
losophy of mmd and elsewhere In drawmg tias sketch, I shall appeal
to authors as &verse as Kant, Wittgenstem, McDowell, von Wright,
and Putnam — without implymg that these plulosophers should have
employed the concept of emergence m ther work but suggestmg that
interesting connections can be found between some of their ideas and
the basic anti-reductionism underlymg emergenust thought

Whtle my discussion pnmanly falis withm general philosophy of
saence and plulosophy of mmd, rather than focusing on any detailed
issues related to emergence (or supervemence, or downward causa-
non) that one finds m subfields hke the plulosophy of biology, the
critica! remarks I offer on the issue of downward causanon, in par-
ticular, might turn out to be relevant for the work that is bemg done
In such more specialized fields as well I shall address the question
of whether the notion of emergence can have a sigruficant role to
play m our conceptualizattons of phenomena belongmg to natural
human ltfe, such as conscious thought and action My tnquiry could
thus be classified as an exerase m "philosoplucal anthropology" (see
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PthIstrom 1998, 2003), although there is no need to use this problem-
anc expression In any case, such a plulosophical study of humanity
is closely connected with the areas m which the nonon of emergence
is taken to be important, espectally the phdosophy of mmd and of
biology

2. Emergence — an ontological concept

Stephan's Emagenz is an impressive achtevement as a historical and
systemanc presentation of several difficult issues pertammg to the
notion of emergence Thus, it serves extremely well as a gude to
the questions I wish to take up Both ambitions, histoneal and sys-
tematic, are reahzed by Stephan m an admirably ciear and accessible
style, wluch makes no compromises with the exactness of the exph-
canon of phdosophical problems 7 The histoncal part of the work
provides the central background for Stephan's own systematic ac-
count of vanous notions of emergence In addition to givmg a de-
taded survey of the prehistory of emergence theones both ui Bnnsh
empiricum (MO and In Continental thought (Red, Lotze, Fechner,
Wundt) In chapters 5-7, Stephan revives the classical ontological
tradinon of emergentum developed by such Bntish phdosophers as
Lloyd Moigan, Alexander, Broad, and others m the 1920s 8 The re-
sulting attempt to define emergence — or, rather, several different
concepts of emergence — ontologically is much more soplusticated
than, say, Mano Bunge's and Karl Popper's, who have presumably
been the most mfluential among ontological theonsts of emergence
in recent decades 9

Even tf many problems surroundmg emergence ultimately remam
unsolved by Stephan, bis careful chstinctions and definitions may
help us m respondmg to those critics of emergem:um who overhastdy
abandon the notion because of its alleged mherent mystenousness
For mstance, when anti-emergentuts such as David Ray Gnffin
(1998, pp 63 ff ) ask how it is possible or even conceivable that
expenence emerges out of non-expenencing ennties, or that mind
emerges out of matter, the emergentut may reply by labonously expli-
cai:nig the charactensncs of emergentum analyzed by Stephan, with-
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out attempting to provide any qiuck and general answer that would
Immediately refute the opponent It may be leginmate to data that
ui some particular sense of emergence, expenence really emerges out
of non-expenence, and that ia some other sense this is not the case

Let us bnefty take a look at the central charactenstics ("Merk-
mate") of emergence theones that Stephan, followmg C D Broad
and other Bntish emergenttsts, clistmguishes (E, chapter 3, cf also
Stephan 1994, 1998) I shall avoid unnecessary formalizations, more
techrucal formulations can easily be found in Stephan's work 1°

Stephan argues, first, that the emergentist should, In a scientific
spint, be committed to naturaltsm, which says that only natural fac-
tors play a causal role ia the evolution of the untverse supernatu-
ral powers or entales should not be postulated, for ali entales con-
sist of natural (material) parts (E, p 15) This thests can be labeled
"phystcal morusm" (or, simply, physicalism or matenahsm) there are
only physically constuuted enttnes In the uruverse, and any emer-
gent property or structure is instannated by systems that are exdu-
stvely physically constuuted (Stephan 1998, p 640) 11 Secondly,
the notion of ruwelty ("Neuartigken") is important for emergentists
new constellanons, structures, entales, propernes and disposinons
are formed m the course of the evolution of nature (E, p 20, see
Stephan 1998, p 645) These are somehow "new" ia relatton to
the interaction of the parts they constst of Emergence theones te-
quite, thirdly, a distmcnon between systenuc and non-systemc prop-
emes No part of a system, but only the system itself, can have a
systenuc property, only systenuc properttes can be "novel" (E, p 21,
see also Stephan 1998, p 641) Systemic propernes can be divided
to reduable and irreduable, or to predictable and unpredictable (E,
p 22) Not all systemic properttes are novel and emergent in any
interesting sense

The fourth charactenstic Stephan mennons is the hierarchy of the

leveis of erastence For mstance, the domains of the material world
(studied by phystcs), life (studted by biology), and nund or mentahty
(studied by psychology) constante hierarchical levels (E, p 23) h is
because of this luerarchical organizanon of the world and of the cor-
respondmg saences that plulosophers have felt the need for a notion
of emergence ia the first place The "lugher" leveis of the hierarchy
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are ontologically dependent ou, but nonetheless sometlung "new" in
relatton to, the "lower" ones Fifthly, the emergentist assumes syn-
chromc determinatum the propernes and behavtoral dispositions of a
system depend nomologically on the nucrostructure of the system,
1 e, on the parts of the system and their composmon, and systemic
propemes supervene on the propemes of the parts of the system,
there can be no difference in the former without there bemg some
difference m the latter (E, p 26, Stephan 1998, p 641) It is ob-
mous that the concepts of emergence and superventence, far from
bemg mdependent of each other, may both be needed m an adequate
conception of the level-structure of the world Insofar as the emer-
gentist is committed to the idea of the synchronic detenntnation of
higher-level systemic propemes, she or he is also committed to the
superventence of the systerruc propernes ou the lower-level (micro-
)structure of the system

Stxthly, although some emergentists (e g, Popper) have sub-
scrtbed to tridetermmism, one of the charactenstics of emergentism
(at least m the classical British traditton) is, Stephan renunds us, di-
a.chronic deternunatum the conung imo existence of new structures
is a detemumstic process govemed by natural laws (E, p 31) Sev-
enthly, howeveç the emergentist needs the crucial nonon of the ir-
reducibility of a systenuc property 12 A systenuc property (which is
nomologically dependem ou the microstructure of the system) is, ou
Stephan's defirution, irreducible, if the law wluch says that ali sys-
tems of the same microstructure and organiza-10n have that property
cannot be deduced from laws stating the properttes and disposmons
of the parts of the system in isolanon or m simpler systems (E, p 36)
Alternanvely, irreductbility can be characterized as the combination
of unanalyzabtlity (those systerruc propernes whtch are not "behav-
iorally analyzable" are irreducible) and the trreductbdity of the cornpo-
nents' behatnor (the behavior of the components qua components of
a system does not follow from their behavior ui isolation or m sim-
pler systems) (E, p 43, Stephan 1998, pp 643-4) The notion of
reduction employed here is rather strong In emergem-um, reduabil-
tty pnmanly means explanatory reducibility, not merely ontologtcal
reduability, wluch is already assumed in the pnnaple of synchromc
determinai-10n or supervemence (cf Stephan 1997, p 313) Thus,
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the emergentist can adma that higher-level propernes are ontologi-
cally reduable to their structural propernes while bemg explanatonly
irreduable to them 13

The eighth notion relevant to emergentism is unpredictabduy (In
principie), winch can be apphed either to systenuc propernes instan-
nated ui some system at some moment of time, if those properties are
unanalyzable and/or irreduable or if their instannation cannot be
predicted on the buis of the state of the world and the laws mstan-
tiated prior to that moment (E, pp 47, 54), or to novel structures,
they are formed by a process of determaustic chaos (E, p 57, Stephan
1998, p 647) — assummg that emergentism need not be indetermin-
istic Family, the nmth charactensuc, the one most hody debated
ai contemporary hterature, is downward causauon novel structures
or new forms of "relatedness" of objects (or lugher leveis of realay)
manifest downward causal efficacy, if they determine the behavior of
their parts so that such behavior cannot be reduced to the behav-
ior of those parts ai less complex systems (E, p 64) We shall more
closely return to the problem of downward causation ia section 3 be-
low, as it seems to constaute the major obstade of modern theones
of emergence

The notions distinguished by Stephan enable ium to define van-
ous notions of emergence differnng from one another m strength (see
E, chapter 4, cf again Stephan 1998) Weak emergenusm assumes (1)
the naturaltstic oudook of physical momsm, (2) systenuc propernes,
and (3) synchromc deternunation This view is weak enough to be
compatible even with reductive physicalism (E, p 67) 14 1f emergen-
tism is by defirunon an ann-reductionist position, perhaps we should
not speak about emergence here at all Several contemporary wnters
who use the concept of emergence m a loose sense appear to be work-
ing on the basis of an emergennsm too weak to be of ann-reducnomst
value 15

Synchromc emergenusm adds to the above-mennoned three ideas
(4) the wreduabibty of systemic properties, yielchng a doctnne in-
compatible with reductive physicahsm Weak duchronic emergenusm,
ia turn, adds to weak emergentism (5) the idea of novelty (of struc-
tures, entales, propernes, and/or dispositions) and, thus, a tempo-
ral dimension Strong cliachronic emergenusm adds both areduabil-
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ity and noveity to weak emergennsm Fmally, what can be added
is (6) the thesis of the unpredictabihty of novel systenuc propemes
or structures Diachrcmic structure-emergentism results from weak di-
achroruc emergennsm by the addition of structure-unpredictability
Smce it does not contam the thests of irreduability, it is weaker
than synchronic emergentism and compatible with reductive phys-
icaltsm When wreducibility, novelty, and structure-unpredictability
are ali added to weak emergentism, we get strong chachromc structure.
emergentum 16 Synchronic and diachronic forms of emergentism
need not conflict with each other, and are not entirely distinct doc-
entes, as irreducible propemes (which synchronic emergenttsm fo-
cuses on) "are eo ipso unpredictable in principie before their first
appearance" (Stephan 1998, p 640) The converse, however, does
not hold

Stephan seems to tiunk that the strong versions of diachronic
emergennsm are not theorencally interesting (E, p 72, Stephan
1998, p 648) I am not sure whether tius is true Be that as it may,
Stephan convincingly argues that extremely weak emergentisms,
such as Bunge's, are not interestmg, either (E, pp 182-5) Some
currently popular ways of employmg the notion of emergence turn
out to be disappomtmg, too For example, the propemes of connec-
notust systems (nets) are not emergent m any stronger sense than
ali systenuc propernes are (E, p 231) It is too easy, and therefore
irrelevant, to call ali systemic properttes emergent (cf E, p 242) To
do so is to trivialize the concept of emergence 17 There is, of course,
plenty of room for further disagreements over the destrable charac-
tenstics of a notion of emergence that would be both strong enough
and weak enough Stephan points out that we might need a “nuttleren
Begnff des Emergenten”, wluch would not be as restricnve as strong
emergence but not as mflated as weak emergence He suggests that
structure emergence nught be a pronusing candidate (E, p 248), but
draws a pessimistic conclusion "Mir selbst schemt es eher so zu sem,
daB sich zwischen starkem und schwachem Emergenzbegnff kem wirk-
lich mteressanter Begriff des Emergenten ansiedein laBe (E, p 249)

Yet, the ontological concept — or the set of different concepts —
of emergence deftned on the basis of Stephan's distinctions serves
as a defense agamst the critiques of emergem:um that have been
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presented smce the glonous days of logical positivism and as at-
tack on metaphysics Stephan ingorously encounters the cnnasm
— launched by posinvist phdosophers of science like Cari Hempel,
Paul Oppenheun, and Emest Nagel — that emergence ought to be
defined m an eptsterruc or theory-relative fasluon and that we should
not beheve m emergence as an ontological trait of the real world (E,
chapter 11) 18 The debate over whether emergence is an ontological
or an epistemic concept now appears to be largely passé , everybody
mvolved in the naturalistic and physicalistic project that Stephan's
work also belongs to agrees that we should treat emergence, if there
is any, ontologically Yet, the ontological or "absolute" approach
Stephan proposes sometunes seems to be too strong For instance,
I doubt whether we should say that it belongs to the "grammar" of
the concept of emergence that somethmg that is emergent cannot
stop bemg emergent (E, p 181), t e,  that emergence is an eternal
feature of the propemes or structures whose feature it is What does
the reference to a pre-given "grammar", or to our mtumons about
emergence, prove? Isn't one of Stephan's purposes actually to con-
struct a new granunar of emergence, to lay out those features that
ought to be taken int° account m developmg that notion ? Couldn't
someone else design a somewhat different grammar ? We can hardly
pretend to know a priori that emergent propemes wdl always remam
emergent, unless we claun to be absolutely certam that our concept
of emergence, or the mtumons it is based upon, will never need revi-
mon

More generally, takmg eptstemological issues more senously m
relation to emergence is not necessanly to end up with the anti-
metaphysical attitude of logical positivism It is worth asking how,
or from which eptstemic standpomts, we are entided to classify prop-
erttes as emergent and non-emergent, and to construct the kmd of
ontological classificatory theory of emergence that Stephan and oth-
ers advocate Especially if one is (as, presumably, one should be) a
falltbdtst regardmg one's mtuitions about emergence (or about any
other ontological nonon), one should admit that emergence is also

an episternic nonon, not a purely ontological one Our intua-10ns
may rmslead us, we may not always know whether a property we
classify as emergent will remam emergent m our future, more consid-
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ered picture of emergence Accordmgly, the fact that an ontological
defirunon of emergence currently sansfies our mtuitions (or what we
take to be the "grammar" of the notion) can hardly guarantee that
the classifications of propemes as emergent and non- emergent that
it produces are always correct We may have to revise both the theory
and the mtuittons as mquiry progresses

3. Emergence, supervenience, and downward
causation

As Stephart notes, one of the leadmg posttions tu recent philosophy
of mmd, after the decline of the reductionist type Identity theory, has
been functionalism, usually mterpreted as a basically physicalist albeit
non-reductive view, acknowledgmg the multiple realizability of men-
tal states and claiming only token identity, not type Identity, between
mental states and physical states (see E, secnon 15 2) The urgent
task of any plulosopher of the mmd workmg m dos paradigm has
been to secure the nght sort of dependence of the higher (mental)
states and propernes on the lower (phystcal) ones m the luerarchy
of "leveis" 19 Rival doctnnes differ significantly from each other, but
most plulosophers of mind are willmg to say that the mental super-
venes on the physical — m one of the many senses (weak, strong,
global) that can be given to the notion of supervemence (cf Kim
1999c) While most people admit, with Kim and Stephan, that su-
pervemence and emergence have somethmg to do with each other,
some deny this, argumg that only supervemence is a scientifically ac-
ceptable notion and that (ontologically defined) emergence, as some -
thing unexplamable and mystenous, ought to be given up On the
other hand, ahnost any functionalist and even reductively physicahst
doctnne is compatible with weak emergence tu Stephan's sense The
mterestmg issues concern the ways m which allegedly non-reductive
accounts of the mmd, functionahst or not, can be emergentist while
preservmg the kmd of dependence of the mental on the physical that
is supposed to be captured by the concept of supervemence 2°

At this pomt, downward causanon tums out to be a disturbing
problem Downward causation is a most important nonon tu emer-
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gence theones, as has been insisted by both crincs of emergence
(see especially Kim 1992, 1995, 1999a, 1999b, 1999c) and emer-
gentists themselves (Emmeche et ai 1997, El-Harn and Emmeche
2000) Arguably, either one accepts downward causation (or at least
ascnbes some causal role to the emergent leveis of reahty) or one
gives up emergennsm altogether Emergence, therefore, ought to be
contrasted with (mere) supervemence (weak or strong), that is, with
the mere claun that there can be (say) no mental difference between
given entales or events unless there is also a physical difference be-
tween them However, &ince the relevant issue here is, as Stephan re-
minds us, the explanatory irreducibffity of the emergent propernes to
their base properties, the relation between emergence and what has
been labeled superdupervenience, an explanatonly relevant strong no-
non of supervemence, is a problem that Stephan needs to examine m
some detail Superduperveruence can be defined as "ontological su-
pervernence that is robustly explamable m a matenalistically expiam-
able way" (Horgan 1993, p 566, E, p 216, Stephan 1997, p 311) 21

Thus, superdupervemence is pnmanly a relation of explanatory re-
ducibility The one who employs this notion urges not only that the
supervenmg propernes in a given system are ontologically dependent
on their base propernes, but also that their instannation can be ex-
plamed — m a matenalist and causal way (whatever that ultimately
means) — on the basis of the latter. Insofar as it insists on explana-
tory irreducibffity, emergentism lias to ciam that "there are systemic
propemes which do not superdupetvene on the propernes and rela-
nons of the system's parts, although they supervene mereologically
on them" (Stephan 1997, p 307) Tlus is htde more than another
expression for the charactenstic of explanatory irreducibility which
appears on Stephan's hst of "Merkmale"

The distmction between supervemence and superdupervenience
is needed m order to face the essennal problem many people have
observed in emergentism and downward causation Stephan terras
as the "Pepper-Kun ddemma" the choice between two unpleasant al-
ternatives it seems that either the emergenttst must deny the causal
efficacy of mental propernes, ending up with emphenomenalum, 22 or
she or he must subscnbe to downward causation and thereby deny
that the physical world is causally closed (E, p 197, and chapter 16
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passim, see Stephan 1997) If the first horn of the ddemma is chosen,
the mental (or any emergent) levei of reality will have to be regarded
as superfluous, for it does no germine causal work This is a form
of mental ffrealism The mental as, so to say, merely a shadow of the
physic,a1 — a conclusion that emergence theones were ongtnally de -
signed to overcome If the second hom is taken m order to avoid
epiphenomenalism, ff seems that the emergence theonst must give
up one of the basic principies of our sciennfic world-view, viz , the
idea that there is only one smgle causal system of the natural world
In either case, the emergennst arnves at an unsansfactory position

Tlus argument agamst emergence theones was first formulated by
Stephen Pepper In 1926 (E, pp 198-201), but tt has become bet-
ter known after Jaegwon Kim's strong critique of the prospects of
non-reductwe physicahsm or matenalism in general and of emergen-
tism m particular (E, pp 210-8) The basic difficulty the emergenttst
faces is the one Kim formulates more generally as haunttng theones
of the nund that want to have the calce and eat it too, a e, theones
that want to get both ffreducibility and dependence if the relation
between the mental and the physical leveis or propemes "is weak
enough to be nonreductive, it tends to be too weak to serve as a de-
pendence relanon, conversely, when a relation is strong enough to
gwe us dependence, it tends to be too stron,g — strong enough to
imply reductbdity" (Kim 1995, p 140) Needless to say, this same
difficulty concerns the notion of supervetuence as much as the no-
non of emergence (Matters are different with superduperveruence,
wluch is hardly a non-reductive relatton ) To avoid epiphenomenal-
tsm, we have to adnut that mental propemes do causal work, and this
requffes downward (not merely same -levei) causation Kun (1999b,
pp 22-5) has convincingly shown that both upward and same-levei
causation presuppose the possibiltty of downward causation, since
causing the mstanttanon of any property requires causing the "basal
conchtions" from wluch that property (whether emergent or resul-
tant) anses 23 'The problem is whether the very idea of downward
causanon is intelligible can we coherendy thmk that Y's existence
(or instannation) is completely dependent on a more basic property
X and that nevertheless Y has causal power to mfluence X (tbul ,
p 25)724
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Stephan's argument agamst Kim and other crttics is based on the
proposal that the emergentist can mterpret mental causanon as a
forni of superveruent causatzon (E, pp 210 ff , Stephan 1997, pp 308—
11) As Kun hunself has often pointed out, the notion of superve-
ment causation mes to secure a causal role for mental properties by
treatmg that role as dependent on, or denvanve from, the causal role
of physical properttes (see, e g, Kim 1999a, p 74) Stephan argues
that this glea will enable the emergentist to avoid the dilemma of
havmg to end up either with epiphenomenalism or with the rejec-
non of the principie of causai closure In other words, the emer-
gentist can mamtam the causal dosure of the physical world by ad-
mittmg that mental causation is always dependent, In the sense of
supervenmg, on physical causanon, which is assumed to be a rather
unproblematic and well understood lower-level feature of the natural
world The ideais, roughly, that F (or the fact that some ennty, x, has
the property F) superveniendy causes G (or the fact that y has G), if
x's and y's possession of the (e g, mental) macro-properties F and G
supervenes on their possession of certam trucrostructural (physical)
propernes m(F) and m(G), and x's possessmg m(F) causes y's possess-
mg m(G) (E, p 211, Stephan 1997, p 307) 25

Howeveç if the supervernence relanon between the relevant
macro- and micro-propernes is replaced by a superdupervemence re-
ta-1°n, we get explanatory reduability and must give up emergence
Superdupervement causation cannot be used to account for the kind
of mental causation the emergennst is comnutted to, although merely
supervement causation can (E, pp 216-7, Stephan 1997, pp 311—
2) Here, the dispute between emergennsts and ann-emergennsts is
transformed into a dispute over what sort of causation is causanon
enough should we thmk that ali macro-level causal relanons are
superduperveruent upon micro-levei ones, or is supervement causa-
non sufficient for reasonable naturalistically-minded thinkers 7 The
issue is left open by Stephan, but he is presumably nght to point
out that Kim should not simply assume that explanatory reducibility
(superdupervemence) is required (E, p 18, Stephan 1997, p 312)
By just presupposmg this, ann-emergennsts beg the question against
emergentists Even so, Stephan's own suggestion is far from unprob-
lemanc 'The treatment of the "Pepper-Kim dilemma", together with
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the attennon drawn to the distmcnon between supervement and su-
perduperveruent forms of causanon, is perhaps bis most ongtnal con-
mbution to the emergence debate, but it is not dear that the appeal
to superveruent causatton helps us to avold eptphenomenaltsm If
mental states or events are not causally efficactous qua such states
or events, but only as physically reahzed and detenruned ones (that
is, tf then causal powers are mere appearances of the causal powers
of thetr phystcal bases, albett not reductively explamable with ref-
erence to the latter), aren't we dose to mental irreahsm, after ali?
The employment of supervement causanon m Stephan's argument
can hardly avold the "potennal problem about the causal efficacy of
the supervement propemes m relanon to ther base propemes" that
seems to anse whenever there is a supervexuence relation between
two leveis (Kim 1999a, p 80)

Stephan's problem can be expressed by comparmg bis view to
Kim's conclustons Kim (1999b, pp 32-3) argues that emergent
(or any higher-level) propernes can be causally efficient only tf they
are reductble to lower-levei propernes — m which case they are not
"higher-level" propemes any longer In Stephan's picture, too, the
real causal work is done by the underlymg phystcal properttes upon
whtch the allegedly causally effecttve mental properttes supervene
This hardly amounts to much more than a way of speaking about the
downward causal efficacy of the Iugher levei, coupled with a meta-
phystcal view accordmg to which m reata), there is no such lugher-
levei causal efficacy at ali, no autonomous domam of causal processes
over and above the actual causal processes that can only be found
on the lower levei What one can do, accorchng to Kim, m order
to save somethmg of the icica of mental causanon (or at least down-
ward causal explananon) is to gtve tt a merely "conceptual" inter-
pretanon "we mterpret the hterarchtcal leveis as leveis of concepts
and descriptions, or leveis within our representanonal apparatus,
rather than leveis of propemes and phenomena In the world", be-
mg then able to "speak of downward causatton when a cause is de-
scnbed m terms of higher-level concepts, or m a higher-level lan-
guage, higher m relatton to the concepts In wluch tts effect is rep-
resented" (ibul , p 33) 26 Perhaps Stephan has somethmg similar in
nund, but as an attempt to save genume downward causanon (or
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the reality of the mental) his argument is hopeless What we have
here is little more than the alea that the world aself Just is physical
(i e, that there "really" are no mental enraies) but that we can talk
about the world (i e, the processes that "really" are phystcal) by em-
ploymg our familiar mental vocabulary 27 The ann-emergentist can
always challenge Stephan's reasorung In a way that parallels Kun's
general argument agamst non-reductive physicalism if the higher
levei causal process is, as Stephan clatms, not superdupervement
but merely superveruent on the lower-level one, isn't the explanato-
nly urufied structure of our scientific world-view threatened 7 Either
higher-level causanon pst is physical causation, or it is somethmg
mystenous and does not belong to our scientific, physicalistic con-
ception of realay

At tias stage Kim will teu t us that the posstbility of mental causa-
non can be saved by a reductiorust account of the mental if mental
propernes (perhaps exdudmg quaha) can be accounted for m terms
of their functional roles ("functionalized"), then there will be no
special problem about their causal efficacy, as that efficacy can be
traced back to their (presumably multiple) physical realizers (Kim
1999a, pp 116-8) What Kim has given us is a strong argument
that seems to show that ali forms of physicahsm e, ali posi-
tons abandomng dualism — will lead to mental irreahsm If there
are mental propernes that turn out to be non-functionahzable and
hence irreducible, such as, perhaps, quaha, they may be mamtamed
iii one's ontology only at the cost of epiphenomenalism their causal
unpotence must be admated, if Kim's reasomng is correct Alterna-
tively they may be ehminated altogether Kirn points out that there
is no great difference between elmunativism and epiphenomenalism,

our cntenon of what is real is given in tenns of causal powers (ibui ,

p 119) It seems that there is no greater difference between the kmd
of supervement causanon descnbed by Stephan and merely appar-
ent, non-efficient pseudo-causatton than between epiphenomenal-
ism and elimmativism Emergenttsts hke Stephan can have mental
causation only by treatmg a as somethmg that does not belong to
our unified scientific picture of the world (which they do not want to
do) or by reducmg it to the physical via a stronger nonon of superve-
mence (as Kira suggests)
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do not think that Stephan or anyone else has shown us a way out
of this situation Because of these difficulties, one may be tempted to
change the scene One may wonder why the problem of downward
causation is such a big issue in the first place Stephan's solution to
the problem of mental causation m terms of supervement causanon is
rather cheap We nught do better if we reconsidered the very causal
picture of the mind-body relation presupposed by Kim, Stephan, and
most other liames to the debate If we take the idea of emergence
senously m the realm of human mentahty and rationality, we might
be prepared to argue not that these higher leveis of realay can be
causally efficaaous but, more strongly, that human hfe simply cannot
be adequately conceptualized rn as complextty m terms of causal c,on-
cepts, whtch are pnmanly appropnate to the lower (te, material or
physical) levei(s) — that is, without taking into account the leveis or
domains that cannot be mcluded In the causal system of the natural
world at ali 28 These highe4 emergent, domams ouid accommodate
human beings' rational or normative relanons to each other and to the
rest of the world wluch they try to understand through their percep-
tions and tiunking It may be a grave error to analyze the specific
features of such relanons in terms of the physicahst causal model
As several contemporary philosophers have pointed out, physicalists
simply have not told us how a is possible to reducnvely "naturalize"
normativity 29

To adopt the non-causahst approach 1 am recommendmg would
m some sense be to give up Stephan's and most other contemporary
emergentists' physicahstic principies (however non-reductive they
are designed to be) But so what ? In an important sense, noth-
ing would be lost, except perhaps some scientistic prejudices that
are not needed m true naturalism My suggestion lias, clearly, as
roots tu Kant's docmne of the two standpoints equally necessary
our self-understandmg as human bemgs (Korsgaard 1996a) being
the kind of creatures we are, we have to thmk of ourselves as simulta-
neously physical, causally determmed elements of the natural world
(as demzens of the "world of appearances" m which there is no place
for freedom) and as free, responsible moral agents (demzens of the
noumenal world) whose rational capacates and dehberanons cannot
be reduced to, or explamed in terms of, causal relations between nat-
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ural phenomena This is not to say that the pnnaple of the causal
dosure of the physical world is false Instead, a is to say that in
the latter self-descnption, the descnption involving the notions of
freedom, thought, rationality, and agency, physicalistically construed
natural-scientffic causal notions are largely, if not ennrely, inappro-
pnate Smce both descnpttons of human hfe are needed and are nat-

ural for us (das is a prenuse of the argument we are examnung, not
sometlung that could be further justified), there can be no full-scale
causal and physical account of everything there is in the world, hu-
man rationalay and moral responsibilay mduded The metaphysical
presuppositions involved m the downward causation debate lead us
astray, if we wish to understand the nonons of freedom and agency
as they apply to our human life 3°

Instead of Kant, one may find help in Anstotle, whose concept
of "formal causahty", as distinguished from efficient causality, might
be mvoked m order to save the possibility of downward causanon
(El-Hani and Emmeche 2000, El-Hani 2002) Accordmg to El-Hani
and Emmeche (2000, p 258), supervement causai:km offers us "an
essennally reductiornst picture" and is thus not suitable for the emer-
gentist as a solunon to problems with downward causation Here I
cornpletely agree But mstead of widening our notton of causatton
along these authors' neo-Aristotehan mines, I prefer to stick to the
customary way of speakmg about causation roughly m the sense of
efficient causation and to descnbe what I take to be the proper ann-
reductionist arntude as a non-causalist one, especially when we are
deahng with human mentality, rationality, and agency 31 'This takes
us to a broadly Kantian picture of human beings

Even though Kant himself was by no means an emergennst, we
may regard the morally concerned, normative and rational nature of
human hfe as an emergent construct based on the lund of Me we
live as causally determmed physical creatures There is no need to
deny that we are, as rational and free agents, dependent on (In the
sense of supervernence) our animal, material hfe as objects of the em-
pica! world The "novelty" of the higher subjective standpomt hes
not in a scientifically explamable capacay of mental causatton but
m the mapphcability of a causal or scientific vocabulary In any com-
prehensive discussion of its distmcnve features — m any picture of
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human hfe that tnes to accommodate both standpants belongmg to
our self-understandmg By drawing thts distmction between objectw-
ity and subjectivity, we should not postulate mystenous "subjective"
amues (a paradigmattc example of which is a Cartestan substantial
soul) The thests I am proposmg is a thests about the impossibil-
ity of viewing or conceptualizing human life from a certam exclusive
(causal-physicabst) perspective, a perspective that is not sufficiently
problemanzed either by emergentists or their crina Wlule a causal
(e g , neurobtological) vocabulary is probably necessary in accountmg
for the complexines of human hfe, it is by no means sufficient for un-
derstanding ali aspects naturally belonging to that Ide Thus, mstead
of attackmg any particular field of sciennfic research, we are deal-
mg vvIth a philosophical issue concerning the vanous perspectives
or standpoints from wluch we should approach reahty — rather
than makmg metaphysical claims about the constnution of that
reality 32 Tlus mtroduces an epistemic element to our emergence
discussion

Furthermore, if we take Kant's own system senously (m a some-
what reinterpreted or transformed sense), we rnay also wonder
whether the notion of causanon itself should not be relatwized to the
human mmd as one of the categortes of understandmg that struc-
ture the world mto an mtelhgible shape for us Among contempo-
rary philosophers, Hilary Putnam (1990) has argued agamst reduc-
twely physicahst construais of causation, insisting that causation is

an mterest- or purpose-relatwe concept whose applicanon depends
upon the context'of explanatton and description m whtch it is used »
It is, thus, a deeply human, normative notion, which cannot be used
to ground a purely natural-scientific account of the place of mental-
ity in a physical world If this is a possible option for a reasonable
non-reductwe naturahst or emergentist, 34 then there is room for fur-
ther discussion of the strength of the Pepper-Kim dilemma as an ar-
gument agamst emergennsm, as well as of Stephan's response The
latter, though suggestmg that superdupervement causation is too re-
ductionist a notion, does not gwe up the non-Kantian, scientifically
reahst and physicahst treatment of causation Accordmgly, the emer-
gentist nught respond to the dilemma by scrunnizmg the applicabihty
of the notion of causation, perhaps m a Kanttan way, rather than by
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rendenng mental causation scientifically mnocent — and, multa-
neously, irrelevant m the domam of human mentahty — by means of
the concept of superventence

These admatedly vague suggesnons are not limited to orthodoxly
Kantian accounts of humaraty For mstance, In addmon to Putnam's
views, John McDowell's (1996) conceptton of our "second nature"
— somethmg that we acquire not as "merely natural" beings on the
levei of animais but through Bildung, enculturation in a human form
of Ide and tradmon might be retnterpreted along emergennst 'Ines
(cf Pthistrom 1999a) Although McDowell Mmself would hardly be
willing to put ir this way, human beings' second nature could be said
to emerge out of their "firse', animal, nature (perhaps both synchron-
tcally and diachromcally) As fully human bei-1gs, we live, m Mc-
Dowell's Sellarsian terms, not only m the causal realm of natural law
(mvestigated by the natural saences), but also tn a "space of rea-
sons" where our thoughts bear normative relations to other thoughts
and to the world that makes them true or false If the emergenttst
admits that the latter is an emergent formation based on, yet
duable to, the formei; she or he can easily accept the principie of
causal closure, while judgmg ir irrelevant with respect to the space
of reasons Thus, the Pepper-Kim dilemma would not even anse, for
one das homs would not be threatenmg at ali The space of reasons,
or second nature, is fully natural for us as human betngs, but tt can-
not be accounted for In terras of efficient causation or natural laws
To attempt such an account would be to coima a category mistake
roughiy m the way in whtch a reducnve naturalization of morality
would be a category mistake accordmg to Kant Hence, there is no
problem of downward causation to be dealt with, at least not be-
tween the two "natures" McDowell chstinguishes, for to thmk about
the relation between the human mind and culture and its emergence
base, the physical world as a realm of causal iaws, In causal terms
to adopt a misguided approach, one that predudes a truly emergen-
ttst understandmg of the novelty of second nature in relanon to the
"first" What is more, the Kannan-McDowelhan picture would also
resolve the tssue of determinism while the causally closed natural
world is govemed by laws (which may be stansncal instead of being
universally determmistic), there is no similar diachromc determina-
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non m the equally natural human world of moral deliberation and
rattonal thought

As we saw, Stephan insists that emergence theones are, above ali,
naturalistic Tlus might preclude the kmd of Kantian, Pumamean
and McDowelhan suggesnon I have made 35 Yet, McDowell's "natu-
rahsm of second nature", for mstance, is nota supernaturalist theory
It may be mterpreted as a diachrorucally emergennst theory account-
mg for the development of specifically human (nomiative) capacmes
out of somethmg that is ongmally non-normative and purely natural
or factual but whose pnnunve non-normativity is never accessible to
us as such We are always already cultural bemgs whose "nature" is
"second nature" — but who can understand, witlun that second na-
ture, that there would be no culture without as physical emergence
base It would be an mterestmg task for emergence theonsts to fig-
ure out ia detail wluch notion of emergence would be stntable for a
systematization of these Kleas

Seekmg to avoid the tssue of downward causanon along these
blies, we may appeal to other, less exphotly Kantian thmkers, too
For example, G H von Wnght's work on human agency, from bis
seminal Explananon and Understanding (1971) to the present day, is
also non-causahst, as von Wnght has consistently opposed attempts
to reduce mtennonahty or agency to a causal, natural-scientific pic-
ture of the world The nonon of freedom, m particular, cannot be
accommodated by that narrow world-picture Yet, "to deny that an
agent is free is to commit a contradiction In terms", and the "mystery"
of human freedom Is nothmg more than the "mystery" that "there
are agents and actions" (von Wright 1980, pp 77-8) 36 It is not easy
to see how such a mystery could be solved by physicahstic versions of
emergentism or by the supervernence theas What we have here, as
m McDowell, is a clear acknowledgment of the fact that the spectfi-
cally human aspects of reahty (agency, freedom, and ranonal actions)
must be conceptuabzed and mvestigated on a levei different from the
levei of physical causal processes &dl, there appears to be room for
somedung resembhng the notion of emergence in von Wnght's view,
accordmg to which the existence of a reason for acnon is "a 'global'
fact of noa-defimte extension", charactenstic of persons (voa Wnght
1998, p 36), and "Rifle mental is the meanmg of complex pattems
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of boddy reacnons" (tbd , p 162) Are such global facts (or mean-
ings) emergent m relation to the more local facts about the physical
consntution or boddy movements of human orgatusms, and if so, in
what sense7

What I have urged in dias sectton, as a response to both Stephan
and Kun, is that the physicalisttc and normattve leveis of inves-
tigation are compatible with each other msofar as we accept a
(quast-)Kantian conception of a human being — the one and the
same human bemg — as both a factual (empincal, physical, causally
explamable) and a normative creature (cf Pthlstrom 2002, 2003),
i e, as living, at the same time, m the naturahstically descnbable
realm of natural law and m the normative realm that McDowell
calls the space of reasons 37 I have not shown that the notion of
emergence has any role to play m such a double-aspect concepnon
of human existence Insofar as we stick to the metaphystcal mean-
mgs this notion receives m contemporary disputes, I doubt that any-
thing hke that can be shown Presumably, our having come to oc-
cupy the space of reasons, or a normative framework for our thought
and actton, can be accounted for m tertns of emergence (both dia-
chronically and synchromcally, assummg that we can Identity a sua-
able dependence or superventence relation to factual natural laws
here) But our enudement to that framework, if ICannans hke Mc-
Dowell or Alhson (1997) are nght, exlubits a different kmd of emer-
gence, as the posmg of the very quesnon of our being entitled to
employ such a normative framework is already a normanve act, a
move withm the space of reasons In some mnocent sense, agency
and normativity surely emerge from mere factuality — but m what
seems to be an ordmary, colloquial sense rather than any techm-
cal, analyncally defined sense Here we still seem to be committed
to emergence m somedung hke the pre-theorettcal sense of a "qual-
itative leap" Moreover, a is only our ability to move on the nor-
mative levei, a framework quahtanvely different from any causal-
physical system, that makes ti possible for us to take any stance
m the narrower ontological emergence debate — or anywhere else
The emergence of the normative, m a strong but rather non-theoret-
leal and certamly non-causahst sense, is always already diere, other-
wise ti would be impossible to pursue any normative problems re-
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garding our epistemic nght (or duty) to use any notion of emer-
gence 38

We shall retum to these questions concerrung the sigmficance of
different notions of emergence shortly Meanwhde, some issues typt-
cally tgnored in emergence debates should be taken up

4. Some neglected problems

A basically Kannan view not very different from the one sketched
above can be found tn several plulosophical traditions For mstance,
the emergennst who does not want to be troubled with downward
causation can also use Wittgenstem as a source of plulosophical in-
sights This suggesnon will be postponed to sectton 5 below Thus,
there is much more fustoncal work to be done m relanon to the con-
cept of emergence than has (so far) been done Wlule Stephan's
book, m particular, is enormously nch in historical material, I want
to pay attention to certam scholarly issues that are often neglected m
bis and odier contemporary plulosophers' discussions of emergence
(and supervemence) Tlus will help us come back to the phystcalistic
assumpnons of the mental causation chlemma from a shghtly differ-
ent point of vtew

In the first place, not only Kannan "non-causalise but also the
relation between emergence theones and the tradmon of pragrna-

nsm rematas insufficiently explored by vtrtually ali contnbutors to the
emergence debate, even though non-reducttve naturalism has been
a key feature of pragmansm especially smce John Dewey 39 Secondly,
the relation between emergence theones and the general metaphys-
leal and eptstemological Issue of realtsm remams open Most emer-
gence theones seem to be based on a strong scientific or metaphyst-
cal realism, although weaker vanants of realism would be avadable —
e g , within a pragmanst framework 4° The typical question that con-
temporary emergentists ask is whether there really are emergent prop-
emes (however they are defined) in the basic structure of the world

independently of our conceptuakanons of the world Strong
emergennsts try to gire a positive answer to this question, whereas
weaker emergennsts and non-emergentists like Nagel (1979) and
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Gnffin (1998) prefer a neganve answer Both parnes share the re -
alistic premise the world possesses its "own" fundamental structure,
and it is the task of natural science to find out what this structure is
Analytic plulosophy can help us in this ultimately scientffic project
of representmg the world by workmg out a defirution of emergence
which enables us to determine, on a scientffic basis, whether or not
emergent propemes really extst (and tf they do, where they can be
found)

Now, it should go without saymg that this strong realism is an
assumpnon that cannot unproblematically be rehed on ui contempo-
rary philosophy — after the work of Quine, Goodman, Kuhn, Put-
nam, Rorty, and others This is not the nght place to engage the
almost indigestible realism discussion, it is sufficient to note that the
realistic assumpnons shared by emergentists and their critics may be
called alto question by philosophers with somewhat different persua-
sions 41 It is probably unfair to cnticize emergentism because of its
reahst and naturahst bias, but it would be mterestmg to see how a less
reahstically-minded pragmanst or a thoroughgomg ann-realist would
develop a notion of emergence 42

Thirdly, the classical ontological problem concermng the nature

of propernes (the problem of umversals) is left untouched by emer-
gence theonsts, although they are vnlimg to speak about emergent —
new, irreduable, unpredictable, previously uninstannated — "prop-
emes" Several questions remam open Is the Klea of emergence
compatible with a reahst theory of universais, or does it even re-
quire such a theory 743 Moreover, is there an instannaurm principie
imphatly at work in emergennsm? It may seem that there is when
diachronic emergentists speak about new propernes or relations —
systemic propernes or relations that have never earher been reahzed
— commg uno existence m the course of emergent evolunon, they
have to assume that properties or relations cannot "exist" unless they
are mstannated in particulars or groups of particulars in the natural
world at some moment of time Synchronic emergennsts even more
clearly deal with mstannated propemes oniy, propernes that are in-
stannated at the time of mvestigation Stephan explicitly talks about
the mstannation of propernes when refemng to new organizations
and structures that "zuvor nicht reahmerte Eigenschaften und Ver-
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haltensweisen mstantueren konnen" (E, p 12, see p 20) It is com-
mon to say that emergent properttes are reahzed or "exetnphfied" for
the first time ("erstmals") In the system that realizes them (E, p 16)
'Ais 'gen= neu' sol! [ ] das erstmahge Auftreten emes E.xemplars
emes zuvor uberhaupt noch mcht realisierten lks gelten", Stephan
wntes (E, p 18), adding that thts makes it possible to say that both
systems and propernes are "new" m the relevant sense Surniarly, one
may regard laws of nature as new or emergent, if they have not been
mstannated earher, but msofar as there are no fundamentai changes
m nature itself, the previously utunstannated laws are new only In a
weak sense (E, p 18) So, did the laws "exist" already before they
were instannated or exemplified by particulars 7 Emergentism may
not need the mstannation principie, after ali But it is left open how
a "type" can be real independently of its exernplars, or before those
exemplars are reahzed (or emerge) in the world

The notions of realization, instannation and exemphfication used
here could be made more precise through a systematic discussion of
the problem of universais It is rather imprease just to talk about
the instannation of propernes " Moreover, certam conceptual con-
nections between emergence theones and theones about universais
can be noted For example, there would hardly be any use for the
nonon of emergence if we were conmutted to a Platorust account of
properties No genumely new propernes would appear, as ali proper-
nes would aiready exist eternally m the Platorlic "heaven", vnthout
necessanly havmg been or ever bemg mstantiated by any this-woridly
particulars However, if we reject the mstannation principie, daim-
mg that the laws of nature never fundamentally change, but are ei-
ther instannated or utunstannated (and when mstannated for the
first time, emergent), aren't we actually quite dose to the Platomst
position7 Furthermore, leavmg Piatomsm ande, we may ask whether
the emergennst should adopt some more moderate form of reahsm
about umversals (e g, the Anstotehan reahsm, joined with the m-
stantiation principie, defended by Annstrong 1978), or whether she
or he could even account for the emergence of unpredictable prop-
emes on a nornmahst buis Or shouid we say, rather, that a nom-
malist cannot postulate emergent propernes or laws m any robust
sense, because she or he simpiy does not beheve m the existence of
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propemes but treats them as mere lingtustic construcnons or dassi-
fications 7 This matter certamly requares further investigation The
notion of emergence lias hardly been touched m ontological inquines
mto the status of utuversals, 45 nor has the nature of properttes been
adequately explored in emergence theones, although those theones
always rely on some pre-understandmg of the concepts of property
and property-mstannatton 46

Fourthly, netther m Stephan's book nor m other contemporary
discussions of emergence can one find senous consideranons of the
role of language m relation to emergence Among hnguísts, emer-
gence has recently become a popular notion, and some work should
be done m order to find out exactly wluch emergence concepts have
been employed m ther theonzmg 47 For example, m lus attempt
to avoid both absoluttst and relatívist accounts of linguistic meanmg,
Mika Lahteenmaki (2001) employs the notion of emergence In devei-
opmg the idea that whde the meanmgs of our expressions are always
based on a multtphaty of relattvely mvanant possibilines, a "meatung
potentml", actual meatungs dynamically anse out of those possibili-
nes through context-embedded dialogical relanons arnong language-
users "when we say that actual meatungs are emergent from mean-
mg potennals, we mean that actual meanmgs that anse — or are
jomtly created — tn the interaction between social agents are neces-
sanly novel and umque and, therefore, cannot be reduced to mean-
mg potentials, although meaning potentials are constitutive to ac-
tual mearungs" This Imgmsnc employment of emergentism ytelds a
diachronic rather than synchromc doctrtne, for language is here con-
ceptuahzed as an histoncally evolvtng phenomenon In any event,
the more specific smulanties between the emergence theones that
are currendy bemg formulated witlun hnguistics and the more tra-
ditional theones available in the plulosophy of mmd would deserve
further exammation

Such a more systematic exammation of the vanous theorencal
roles that the notion of emergence might play would not be unre-
lated to the other "neglected problems" listed in tlus section A prag-
manst emergennst nught argue that no propemes — either emer-
gent or non-emergent — can be found mstannated "ready-made"
m the language-mdependent physical world, stnce m an important
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sense there is no such absolutely mdependent world at ali Proper-
nes, such a pragmanst says, emerge out of our evolvtng practice of
predicanon 48 Therefore, the role of our language-use m the cat-
egonzation and constitution of the world whose multi-layeredness
we try to understand by means of our emergence concept(s) is, for
pragrnattsts, mdispensable Instead of usmg the notion of emergence
m a restncted ontological, metaphysically realistic sense to classify
the luerarchies of an (allegedly) language-mdependent world and its
predication-independent property-mstantiations, we rrught do better
if we constdered emergence as a feature of our hn,guistically struc-
tured, practice -irwolving world in wluch we, as reflective creatures,
thmk and act through our capacity of normative et, aluation

5. Wittgensteinian issues

The icica that hnguistic meanmgs anse out of the actual use of lan-
guage in the specific contexts of the practices the language-users en-
gage in is, clearly, a Wittgenstemian idea If this wew can be system-
anzed by means of the concept of emergence, we should be wdhng
to look for mterconnections between Wittgenstem's philosophy and
emergennsm

The suggestion made toward the end of the prewous section —
that property-mstannanon is a function of the practices of prech-
canon — rrught be reformulated as the suggestion that ontologi-
cal views (regardmg the nature of propernes, the nund-body prob-
lem, and possibly emergence itself) can be seen as emerging out of
grammar or language-use m the sense of bemg dependent on, yet
somethmg "more" than, the ways m wluch we speak about reality
in language Metaphysics, emergennst and non-emergenttst ahke,
done m language This is, though probably not Wittgenstem's own
wew, at least a view mspired by bis wntmgs Wittgenstem (1953,
I, § 371) thought that the "essence" of a thmg lies m gmmmar It
would be mteresting to examine the possibility of applymg the no-
non of emergence here m a more systematic way in what sense is our
factual language-use the "base" of both (1) the normativity and mle-
govemed nature of language and (2) the ontological commitments
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formulated in language ? How exactly are both Imguistic norms (as
well as their gradual changes) and ontological commitments regard-
mg the world dependent on, but wreducible to, this base, i e , the way
we actually use our language In conceptualuing the world we hve m7

It is somewhat odd that, given the mfluence of the later Wittgen-
stem on late-twenneth century phdosophy of mmd and language, bis
views are seldom even menttoned in the emergence and superve-
mence hterature Nor does Stephan discuss him m the parts of bis
book deahng with the phtlosophy of mmd Despite bis emphasis ou
action, on our linguistic behavior, Wittgenstem was not a ~pie be-
havtonst, the connections between bis ann-metaphysical conception
of the mind and emergentism should at least be explored This ne-
glect of Wittgenstem reflects the current state of mamstream phdos-
ophy of nund It is the natural-scientific and causalist picture, salted
with superveruence and occasionally emergence, that dommates the
discussion There is htde room for altemative views, hke Wittgen-
stem's and bis followers', which may nevertheless have somedung to
do with the non-reductive spint of the emergenttst tradition

The recent writings of Hdary Putnam provide an example of a
Wittgenstetruan "dissolution" of the nund-body problem and of the
difficulties with emergence and supervemence In a Wittgensteiman
manneç Puniam challenges not the truth or reasonableness but the
meanmgfulness of the land of views that are usually discussed tu re-
lation to these nonons, forcefully attackmg the "Cartesiamsm-cum-
matenahsm" of recent phdosophers of mind 49 He dam that neither
the classical problems nor the contemporary posmons In the plu:os-
ophy of mmd are fully mtelligible (Putnam 1999, pp 78 ff, , 90-1,
112 ff ) In particular, the basic Klea that the mental supervenes ou
the physical, that the lugher levei is dependent ou and determmed
by a lower one wluch is not dependent on anythmg but could exist
without the supervenmg levei, seems to be committed to the intelligt-
bility of the rica that there could be "soulless" (non-mental) entales
phystcally mdistinguishable from people Such a hypothests says that
certam people "do not have any mental propernes, but ali of ther
physical propemes are the same as if they did and ther phystcal envi-
ronments are the same" (tbul p 83) 50 Attackmg Kim's arguments,
Pumam says that tilas hypothesis has not been gtven a context
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those argurnents that would make it intelligible (dm:1, pp 90-1) 51

Because of the inevitable context-sensinvity of the individuation of
psychological charactenstics, it is nonsensical, m Putnam's view, to
ask whether psychological and physical states are "correlated" or "un-
correlated" (iind , p 132) He echoes Ias own earher defense of the
interest-relativity of explananon

[W]hat I have argued is that the fact that there are multiple answers
to a question of the form "Why did E happen ?" mcludmg answers
that appeal to decisions, thoughts, desires, and other "mental phe
nomena," would conflict with the "causal closure of the physical" tf
the question "What would happen if ali the physical events were
the same and the decision (or the thought, or the desire) were not
to occurr were a fully mtelligible quesnon But it is not (Ibid.,
pp 146-7)

I am not saymg that Pumam's Wittgensteiruan chagnosis is cor-
rect 52 I am just saymg that his diagnosis and its mtellectual relatives
ought to be taken more senously than mainstream philosophers of
mmd, includmg emergentists and that- opponents, are wilhng to do
This would require paying more attention to the ways we actually
speak about people havmg mental states or about ther engaging in
some action because of their having some particular mental state In
bnef, this kmd of a Wittgensteman rejection of the background as-
sumptions of the emergence and supervemence debates — especially
the assumption that the possibility of there being "soulless automata"
makes sense — would take us closer to the Kantian conception of
agency we encountered earher, as well as to pragmansm Indeed,
Putnam remmds us, in a much more ann-Cartesian way than most
contemporary physicahsts, that the mind "is not a thing, talk of our
mmds is talk of warld-mvolving capabilities that we have and acavales
that we engage in" (that , pp 169-70) Smularly, we should get nd of
the idea that such apparently problematic mental entales as quaha
are mystenous "flungs" The issue of whether there are subjective
quahtanve states, qualia, 53 is usually debated on a Cartesian basis as
the issue of whether there are queer subjective "objects" m the world
and, if so, how they are related to the more truly objective physical
objects and events This is to misconstrue subjectivity as a special
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kmd of objectivity, which science will hopefully expiam It is to mis-
construe the mmd as a thing 54

If Pumam's approach is on the right track, it wdl, he beheves,
elimmate the alleged "mystery" of consaousness (zind , pp 171-5) 55

This mystery, Putnam says, is usually treated as a scientific issue, and
the prospects of our bemg able to solve it are saci to be either opa.-
mistic or pessimistic The final goal, either to be achieved or to be
avoided, is the reducnon of this mystery to the world-view of funda-
mental physics, but, again, this nustakenly presupposes that such a
reduction makes sense 'The recent hterature on emergence is com-
mitted to the same project of commg to tenns with this great mystery`i,
But Puniam wants to give up talk about the "mystery", as well as by
the same token, the metaphor of emergence, which he constders a
"bad" metaphor "It is a bad metaphor because it suggests that all
the true statements expressible In the vocabulary of the `basic' sa-
ences of physics, chemistry, biology might have been true without
there bemg consaousness or intennonality In short, it suggests that
we nught concewably have all been Automatic Sweethearts, and that
it is `mystenous' that we aren't " (Ibid , p 174)

Here Putnam (as any other "Wittgenstaman" plulosopher)
should exphcate his Kantian background Are we being told that
human consaousness or intentionahty is m the end required — m a
transcendental sense?,..\-- for the truths of physics (and other "basic"
saences) to be true, or ven for it bemg meatungful to dann that they
are true? If so, isn't the nwstery of the nund elimmated m favor of a
fundamçntally ideâlistic picture of the world? In fact, I am not op-
posed to such a proposal ,(whether or not Pumam is wdhng to make
it) The kind of pragmatist and Wittgenstenuan position Putnam
mes to develop ts dose to a Kantian type of transcendental Klealism
(cf PihIstróm 1998) 56 We may even say that the truths of physics,
or the objective structures of the physical world itsel£ emerge out of
the transcendental subject — or, in a pragmatist reinterpretation of
Kannanism, human agency and the pracuces we, as agents, engage m
It is the human world we live m that we structure from the pomt of
view of physics, for mstance, and from mnumerable other pomts of
vtew Yet, I do not thmk that this inevitably makes the metaphor of
emergence a bad one This notion may still be used tn descnbmg the
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relatton between the basic transcendental subi ectivity (agency) and
the conceptually structured world that anses out of that agency As
soon as the ontology of natural science has been consatuted (on a
transcendental levei grounded m our agency and practices), the no-
tion of emergence can retum to Its original task and refer to the lu-
erarchical structure of that ontology, descnbmg the empincal world
— pretty much In the way it now does, though within an overall
phdosophical framework not cornmated to physicalism

We have, surely, come far away from the original physicalistic
starting pomt of emergennsm, yet, I do not think that any supernat-
uralistic assumptions are needed On the contrary, a scientific ontol-
ogy of the natural worid may emerge ennrely naturally from the more
basic ("transcendental") agency that grounds ali scientific acavales
nus emergence takes place m and through our "second nature" We
should not assume that the ontology of the physical world is watting
for us somewhere out there independently of the conceptual and ex-
perimental work that we do walun the normative space of reasons If,
say, pragmatists are nght, there is no given, ready-made "emergence
base" (1 e, somethmg hke the physical structure of the worid as ir is
m tad°, this base aself emerges from our practice of ontologizmg

empincally or scientifically spealang, must be seen as emer-
gent m relation to the physical world it consatutes Insofar as we
take Mis pragmatist (admatedly circular) way of thmkmg senously,
we will be led to doubt the intelligibility of one of the key assump-
tions of modern philosophy of mmd, "the m-pnnciple completabilay
of physics" (Kim 1999a, p 40), an assumption the violation of which
is a worry for those (hke Kim and Stephan) who thmk that we should
obey the causal closure principie The worry disappears as soon as we
realize that we do not really understand what it would mean to "com-
plete" phystcs — or what it would mean to reductively "preserve" the
mental as part of the physical, as Kim suggests ought to be done (zbid ,

p 120)
Fmally, ir should be emphasized that I do not think that my re-

jection of the reductionist principies upon wluch the emergence dis-
cusston is founded takes me to the strongly ann-matenahst nonon of
emergence we can find in William Hasker's (1999) theory of "emer-
gent duahsm", which is ais° significantly different from the mam-
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stream posmons ui the field but in quite another way 57 Hasker
thmks that the causal closure principie must be rejected, but not be-
cause it is (as I have suggested, for Watgensteiman, McDowelhan or
Putnamean reasons) meanmgless Unhke, say, von Wright, Hasker
does not draw any "Wittgensteiman" distmcnon between the lan-
guage-games of "reason-explanations", which he defines as non-
causal "normative assessment" of acnons m an intentional frame-
work, on the one hand, and scientific causal explananons, on the
other He argues that we must accept that principies of rational-
ity make a difference, "normative assessment" of reasoning is uself
a piece of reasonmg and must also make a difference In the world
Hence, good reasons should be causally effective in our adoption of
behefs (Ibid , pp 72-3) The probiem with dm is the metaphysical
assumption of there being a single m itself determmed world in wfuch
both reasons and causes operate This assumption begs the question
raised by the Wittgenstetnian or pragmanst philosopher who empha-
mus the differences between our different language-games or prac-
nces (of explanation or of somethmg eise) that structure or shape
our worid in vanous ways Hasker also thmks that downward causa-
non and the metaphor of leveis are problematic, characteming the
mam idea of downward causal influence as the idea that "the behavior
of the lower' leveis — that is, of the compernents of whzch the lugher-levei'
structure conszsts — is clzfferent dum it would otherunse be, because of the
trefluence of the new property that emerges In consequence of the lugher-

levei organzzation" (tbid , p 175, emphasis in the original) Again,
the Wittgensteituan or pragmanst philosopher might poliu out that
it is not clear that there is, for us, any such "othetwise" we can
hardly conceive what a would be hke if there were only the lower-
levei constituents but no mentality or normativity at ali Thus, Put-
nam's critique of Kim, based on the hopelessness of the Automatic
Sweetheart scenano, can also be tumed agamst the assumptions of
anti-reductionists hke Hasker 58

If there is any vaiue in the arguments presented above, it tums out
that emergentists like Stephan (or Hasker), who are less reductumus-
tically onented than Kim, cannot get nd of their wornes with down-
ward causation uniess they decide to reconsider their commitment
to the physicahst picture that makes downward causation a problem
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and mentality somethmg that must be "preserved" m the allegedly
more fundamental physical structure of the world

6. Conclusion

One may define a great vanety of different notions of emergence (or
of cupervemence, superduperveruence, etc ) 'The excttmg issues are
pragmatic When confrontmg a definition of such notions, we should
ask what kmd of philosophical work can be done with the concepts,
and how the definitions help us in understandmg, reformulating and
(possibly) solving age-old dilemmas, such as the mind-body problem
or the relanon between factuality and normativity It is obviously
partly a termmological issue what kmd of propernes or structures are
called "emergent" But terminological or conceptual issues are not
unimportant m phtlosophy, as philosophical problems and views are
consntuted by the traditions withm which they are spoken about
The kind of conceptual clanficanon Stephan, Kim and other con-
mbutors engage m is vital philosophical groundwork, espeaally from
the pomt of view of analytic philosophy

We should not expect too much from such a work, though None
of the great old problems of metaphysics and philosophy of nund has
been "solved" by Stephan, Kim or any othe4 but hardly anyone could
senously have thought they would have been The important job
done by Stephan, in particular, is a dear fonnulation of vanous no-
nons of emergence diffemng m strength After his book, the Is-
cussion probably continues and mtensifies — hopefully m a tolerant
spint leavmg room for unorthodox suggesttons, such as the above-
discussed "Kantian" or "Wittgenstaman" dissolution of the dilemma
of downward causatton

More speafically, however, I have arnved at a pessmustic conclu-
sion m this paper The attempt to develop, vnth Stephan, a notion
of emergence that would be strong enough may be fated to fail, be-
cause ali the attempts we have seen share the weaker emergennsts'
and reducttonists' physicalistic bias Stephan's views are m this re-
spect not really different from, say, Kun's, Wimsates, or Rueger's
Ali these philosophers neglect Kantian, Wittgenstemian and prag-
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mattst options at their penl We can leam much more about human
agency and the mmd from Wittgenstem, phenomenologists and prag-
mansts than from late-twenneth century physicalist philosophers of
mmd debatmg over the notions of emergence and supervemence (or
their opponents, such as Hasker) What I have been proposmg, with
the help of phdosophers hke Wittgenstem, von Wright, Putnam, and
McDowel1,59 is a non-causal vocabulary for deahng with some mter-
esting emergent leveis of reality, espeaally human agency, intention-
ality, and rationality Rejecting the causahst background assumptions
of the contemporary paradigm will significantly help the emergennsc
in avadmg Kim's and other crina' dilemmas 6° The fact that anu-
reductionists and non-causalists like Pumam and McDowell are not
willing to use the notion of emergence is unfortunate, since that no-
non might help them formulate their positions m a more systemanc
manner 61 Were they mterested in adopting this nonon, that would
have to happen through a trachtion quite different from the dona-
natmg causahst and physicalist one One possible suggestion is the
tradmon of pragmansm, a framework comnutted to non-reductive
naturahsm with a ncher conception of "nature" than the physicahs-
tic one assumed m contemporary metaphysics

Pragmansm might also help us in adoptmg a more relaxed and
pluraltsac atntude to the nonon we have been examuung 62 Per-
haps a notion of emergence based on non-reductive physicalism à
la Stephan and others does do some mterestmg work in certam spe-
cific fields, e g, m the phdosophy of biology possibly in accounting
for the relatton betvveen biological and physical properties But when
we move on to other ontologtcal regtons, parncularly the mental and
cultural realms, we do not seem to have the famtest idea of how the
program of non-reductive physicalism could be camed through (with
or without emergence) A much stronger notion of emergence than
the ones currendy used in phdosoplucal hterature would be needed
for an adequate account of our self-image as consaously actmg, free,
responsible agents — for an account we mtght want to Ave of our-
selves as human betngs, wreduable to physics or even biology We
rrught, then, have use for (at least) two different concepts of emer-
gence in our phdosophical anthropology a relatively weak one to
be employed within the factual realm m which humans are parts of
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physical and biological nature, and a stronger one to account for the
qualitatwe diference between thts factual levei of investiganon and
the normative one that is our "second nature" The applicabdity of
such concepts of emergence would of course have to be assessed in
more detall

Being unable to engage m such further assessment at this pomt, I
conclude that the attempt to define a general concept of emergence
and to render it physicalistically acceptable is somethmg that we have
infle philosophical use for That plulosophers are busily engaging In
the project of developmg non-reductwe physicahsm is a sign of the
sad state of contemporary metaphysics, a state that may be descnbed
as pre-Kanttan and pre-Wittgenstetruan The notton of emergence
ought to be put mto work m more promising areas — through some
framework more flexible than phystcalism Future will show whether
emergentists can aclueve somethmg in those other arcas As a thor-
oughgomg falltbihst about my mtutnons, 1 do not want to make any
definitive prophecies about the fate of tlus fascmanng n.otion 63
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Notes

1 Kim (1999a, chapter 1) argues that the thesis of mmd body superveruence
— that is, roughly, the thesis that there cannot be any mental diference
between two entales unless there is some physical difference between them
— merely states (and does not solve) the problem of how the mental is
dependent on or determmed by the physical Cf also several relevant en-
tnes ut the Roudedge Encycloedia of Philosophy (Craig 1998), e g, 'Material-
tsm m the Philosophy of Mind' (by Howard Robinson), 'Mental Causanon'
(by Bany Loewer), `Mind, Philosophy of (by Frank Jackson and Georges
Rey), `Reducttonism m the Plulosophy of Mmd' (by Kim Sterelny), 'Super-
vemence' (by Sunon Blackbum), and Supervemence of the Mental' (by
Loewer) These contnbutors share the convicnon that there is no generally
accepted solutton to the mind-body problem, netther in terms of superve-
ruence (smce mmd-body supervemence itself would have to explamed) nor
m any other terms (For some reason there is no entry on emergence In
the otherwise helpful Roudedge Encyclopedut) Some authors, however, ar-
gue that supervemence relations need no explanation but can be treated as
brute or "explanatonly ultunate" (Zagwill 1997)
2 For diferent views on the relation between emergence and supervemence,
see Van Cleve (1990), O'Connor (1994), and Humphreys (1997a) and
(1997b) Kim's (1999b, p 21) way of putung the matter is clear the notion
of superveruence is neutral with respect to the distmcnon between emer-
gent and non- emergent (resultam) system propernes both supervene on
the nucrostructure of the system The notion of a systemic property and
the distinction between emergent and resultant systemic propernes will be
mtroduced m secnon 2 below
3 Kim (1999b, p 4) speaks about the "reemergence of emergennsm"
4 For a somewhat less plulosophical book on emergence, mtroducmg var-
ious "emergent" phenomena ia mathemancs and ia the natural sciences,
see Holland (1998) Holland does not offer any phdosophical defimtion or
even problemanzanon of the notion of emergence, mstead, he descnbes the
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kmds of emergent (dynatnic, self-orgainzing) processes one finds m mathe-
matics and In nature It is questionable whether ali or any of those processes
would be regarded as genumely emergent by plulosophers of emergence hke
Stephan For a more histoncal volume on emergentism, see Bhtz (1992)
5 Some of bis writmgs on this topic are available m Enghsh see, e g, Ste-
phan (1992), (1997), (1998), and (2000b)
6 Kun has argued for several years, most recently ia bis (1999a), that non-
reductive physicalism, whether defended m tenns of emergence or m some
other manner, is an unstable posmon — that is, that it tends to collapse
enher mm reductimusm or mm some scientifically unacceptable fora of
dualista Emergentism, in particular, is "a forra of dualism that takes men-
tal properties to be nonphysical intrinsic causal powers" Oiti , p 12) It
"views nund-body supervetuence as somethmg that adnuts no explanation,
it is a brute fact that must be accepted with 'natural piety"' (ibid , p 13)
Beckermann's (2000) defense of phystcahsm and attack on emergennsm is
essennally similar
7 The book also contam a comprehensive blhography lughly useful for
anyone mterested m the development of emergenust thought and its cri-
tique
8 Cf especially Broad (1925), see also Blitz (1992), McLaughhn (1992), and
Stephan (1992)
9 For sharp cnticisms of Bunge and Poppen see E, secnon 153, cf Pihistrom
(1999b)
10 Similar hsts of charactenstics are also provided by other discussants cf, ,
e g, Kim (1999b) and El-Ham and Emmeche (2000)
11 Stephan's naturahsm is pnmanly a metaphystcal assumpnon, he is not
urgmg that we should join Qume's and bis followers' program of natural-
ized eptstemology Qumean naturahsts may reject the debate over emer-
gence as an artificial metaphysical attempt to interpret the smentific world-
view m general terms, argumg that no such plulosophical constructions are
needed, as smence can take cave of uself by offering us a truly smennfic
picture of how our smennfic theones of the natural world are possable It
may not be easy, however, for such epistemological and methodological nat-
uraltsts themselves to avoid general philosophical assumptions concenung,
e g , emergence and supervemence The relation between metaphysical and
methodological naturahsm is explored, e g, in several contnbuttons to Nan-
mm and Sandkuhler (2000), as well as Keil and Schnadelbach (2000)
12 Some theonsts favonng a weak concept of emergence admit that their
emergennsm is a reductionist posmon (e g, Bedau 2002)
13 The nonon of reducnon would certainly deserve further discussion here
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It must be left for another occasion to examine how Stephan's charactenza-
non of explanatory irreducibihty is related to Kim's (1999a, 1999b) defini-
non of reduction m terms of "functionalization", which is different from the
standard "Nagel reduction" that employs "bridge laws" In recent papers,
Stephan (2000a, 2000b) lias again emphasized that the =rumai natural-
asm 	 with emergentism does not amount to "naturalization"
the sense of expianatory reduction On the contrary, emergence predudes
explanatory reducnon
14 Some philosophers thmk that precisely because it is compatible with
physicalism, weak emergence is emergence enough Rueger (2000), for
example, argues that examples of weak emergence (both diachronic and
synchroruc) can be found within physics itself and that a useful distinction
between "novel" (emergent) and "merely resultant" (non-emergent) prop-
emes can be made within the category of "resultant" or "structural" prop-
emes Rueger's "basic constramt" is physicahstic "the weakly emergent
propernes supervene on structural properties and can be functionalized"
(zbul , p 308) He tnes to show that anoveity" and "irreducibihty" can be
defined ui a precise manneç without mtroducing "new causal powers" He
adnuts that lus weak emergence may not be sufficient for those who wish to
have a stronger notion, but insists that it is "ali we get if we try to explicate
a notion of emergence that is neither so strong that it has no application
at ali, nor so weak that ti renders more or less every property emergent"
(ibid , pp 317-8) Cf also, among several recent contnbutions, Humphreys
(1996, 1997a, 1997b), Bedau (1997, 2002), Wunsatt (1997), and Schrôder
(1998) These wnters typically wish to keep the concept of emergence non-
mystenous and scientifically (physicalisncally) acceptable This is not the
nght place to investigate their differences
15 See, e g, Searle (1992, especially p 112), as well as the papers cited m
the previous note, for some bnef criticai remarks, cf Pihistrom (1999b)
I am not sure how Searle's weak notion of "causally emergent system fea-
tures" practically differs from, say, Thomas Nagel's (1979) principie of "non-
emergence", that is, that ali non-relacional system propernes derive from
the propernes of the constituents of the system and their effects on each
other
16 See the figure statmg the logical relations between these doctnnes m E,
p 71, and in Stephan (1998), p 647
17 The need to define emergence m such a manner that not ali systemic
propernes tum out to be emergent has been emphasized by several authors
Cf Spencer-Smith (1995) and, agam, Humphrey's (1996, 1997a) wntings
Kim (1999b, p 18) aiso notes that the kmd of "self-orgaiunrig" phenomena
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of lrvmg systems that are often considered emergent may perfectly well be
non-emergent in bemg funcnonalizable and thus reducnvely explamable
Kim beheves that his views are consistent with Humphrey's (iind , p 34)

18 For the chstmcnon between ontological and eptstemic defitutions of
ernergence, see PihIstriim (1999b)
19 For some useful overviews, see the encyclopecha andes cited In note 2
above
20 There is also room for debates over which specific fratures of hurnan
mentality, tf any, should be regarded as emergent Kun's (1999a, pp 101-3,
1999b, p 18), as many others', candidates are "qualia"
21 For the distinction between supervemence and superdupervemence, see
further Horgan (1993) There is obviously a connection between super
duperveruence and Kim's (1999a, 1999b) notion of functionalization (ex-
planatory reduction) For a related distmcnon between physicalism as an
ontological posmon and as an explanatonly reductionist position, see also,
e g , Spencer-Snuth (1995), for a critique of Spencer-Snuth's "mteractional"
concept of emergence, see Haldane (1996)
22 'There have been few senous defenders of eptphenomenahsm around m
recent phdosophy of mmd, but Lachs (1987) is one of them It is an-
other matter whether some philosophers are committed to somethmg hke
epiphenomenalism agamst thetr own will — for mstance, because of their
extremely weak nonon of emergence This may be the case with Searle
(1992), among others
23 The exception, of course, is "the very bottom levei" of the physical struc-
ture of the world, which does not ame from any more basic levei I leave
the problematic assumptton of there bemg such bottom-levei physical prop-
emes unexammed here
24 See also the more detailed chscussion in Kim (1999a), chapters 2 and
3 Kim (1999b, pp 30-1) hunself concludes that a chachromc vanety of re
flextve downward causation poses no special problems whereas a synchromc
vanety may be mcoherent
25 Stephan's argument might be compared to El-Ham's and Emmeche's
(2000) proposal to treat downward causation, m a way msptred by Ans-
totle, as a kmd of "formal" causation, wluch is compatible with higher-level
entales bemg realized by, and supervetuent on, lower-level ones (see also
El-Ham 2002) Here, formal causatton must be distingutshed (as Artsto-
de lumself chd) fiem efficient causal chams El-Harn's and Emmeche's idea
may, however, be doser to the non-causalist alternative I shall sketch below
28 More generally, Kun (1999a, pp 104ff) suggests, it is less misleadmg to
speak about second-order descnptions or designators of propernes or about
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second-order concepts than about second-order propernes themselves
What would be urgently needed at tbis pomt is, I thmk, some philosophical
account of what concepts are Kim's sharp distinction between concepts
and descnptions, on the one side, and real properttes, on the other, is a
mandestation of his strongly realistic bms, wluch he shares with most other
emergenttsts (cf also El-Hatu 2002) (I shall retum to this problem iii sec-
non 4)
27 Perhaps surpnsmgly, Rorty (1991) has formulated a similar position under
the rubnc of "non-reducnve physicahsm"

Even if we argue in thts manner, we should be careful to avoid supemat-
uralist assumptions m our conception of the luerarchy of leveis This ought
to be kept in mmd throughout the followmg discussion
29 See the discussion of this issue, with references to relevant hterature, m
PihIstrêm (1996) and (1998)
3° As Allison (1997) argues, the Kannan conception of agency, the nonon
of "actang under the idea of freedom", does not simply amount to an "m-
tennonal stance" à Ia Daniel Dennett, smce the idea of freedom is (though
theorencally only regulative) "constitutive E 1 of one's concepturn of one-
self as an agem", not optional (tbid , p 42, cf also Korsgaard 1996a, 1996b,
von Wnght 1998) In htnnan action, "Jusnficanon goes ali the way down"
(Alltson 1997, p 44) m the sense that one can so much as act only under
the idea of freedom This Kannan vtew is "rattonally (not merely pragmat-

necessitated by the assumptton that one's reason is practical" (ibid ,
p 47), hence, the issues here are normative and conceptual rather than
metaphystcal As Allison puts it, we are netther noumenally free and only
apparently deterrmned nor really determmed and heunsncally or ficnonal-
istically thmkable as free (tIncl) To the contrary, both freedom and norma-
nvity anse from our self-concepnon as reflecnve beings capable of practical
deliberation (cf Korsgaard 1996b)
31 The Anstotehan modes of formal and functional causality may be more
easily apphcable m, say, biological contexts
32 In the next section, I shall retum to a discussion of why it is problemanc
to make such metaphysical clamas m the first place (e g, In the context of
the mmd-body debates)
33 1 shall retum to Putnam's views in section 5
34 1 cannot here argue that ti is (see PihIstrâm 1996)
35 Stephan mennons, dismissmgly, Broad's notion of "neutral emergentism"
and, among more recent theones, Cohn McGinn's non naturahst "abstract
emergennsm" (see E, p 16), among the relatively few non-naturalist op-
ttons m the emergennst tradition Perhaps the Kantian or quasi-Kannan
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emergence of normativay out of non normative nature would have to be
treated In such a non-naturahst manner &III, no supernatural assumptions
are necessary The "two standpomts" idea may be labeled "dualistic", but
certainly it is not a duahsm of Cartesian substances It is a view acknowledg-
mg the duality (or, perhaps, plurahty) of the perspectives we need m order to
understand the world ui wiuch our human life takes place No unscientffic
commaments to "soais" or any other ghost-hke entales are made
36 See also the discussions of von Wright's plulosophy of human action
tn Egich (1999), especially Egides own conmbunon (pp 1-34) For von
Wnghes more recent refiecnons on the mind-body problem and the anoma-
hes of contemporary philosophy of nund, see lus (1998)
37 Cf also von Wnghes (1998, pp 34-5) formulation the "robust reality"
of a muscular activity and of an actton is the same, yet no descnption of
this "substrate" or physical aspect of an acnon is suffiaent to Identity it as
an action The acnon is the bodily movement "viewed under the aspect of
intenuonahty" (ibid , p 142) Whtle scientffic explananons of the physical
or somam aspects of actions are causal, "understandmg explanations" are
evaluative and reter to reasons (ibid , pp 19-20,38-9) nus does not mean
that human beings are, m von Wright's theory, outside nature In fact,
both animais and humans are "maclunes", it is only that humans' (who act
for reasons) maclunery is more complex (ibid , p 43) Freedom is not non-
natural or mystenous but is based on our ability to understand hutnan beings
as persons and to expiam human actions on that buis Smce intentions
are reasons, not causes, there is no causal relation between the matenal
and the mental (ibid , p 109) This suffices as an explica support for the
dassffication of von Wnght as a "non-causahst"
38 Non- causalist conceptions of freedom and agency cannot be explored
any further here Let me ;list note that the traditional chsnnction between
reasons and causes (cf the references to von Wright above) is at its strongest
m the most important area of evaluanon of human action, morality Only
an extremely crude causalist will daun that moral facts (mdudmg facts of
mouvation, etc ) cause acnons, rather, ethical considerations (values, obh-
gations, etc ) are reasons for actmg In certam special ways Somehow, In
morality and more generaffy, reasoned, rational actions emerge from their
physical, "robust" aspects to which they cannot be reduced The physicalist
paradigm of emergence theones has, however, bule to offer us here (al-
though it may be helpful In, say, the philosophy of biology, where morahty
and normativity are not central issues)
39 See Pihistrom (1999b) Authors who recogruze, but do not elaborate on,
the connections between pragmansm and emergentism mclude Blaz (1992,
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pp 133-5, 200), McLaughlin (1992, p 57), and Emmeche et ai (1997,
p 89) In relation to pragmansm, the doctnne known as panpsyciusm might
also be explored This view is hardly more than mentioned by Stephan
(E, p 195, n56) Pragmansm, although a can be connected with emer-
gentism, may be seen as fluting wah panpsyclusm or "panexpenennalism"
(as it is sometimes called), because of the overarchmg role it accords to
human expenence — so, at least, William James did For a useful commen-
tary discussing James's relanon to panexpenentialism, see Spngge (1993),
on panpsychism and panexperiennalism, cf also Nagel (1979) and Gnffin
(1998) More generally, a topic that Stephan does not investigate — as an
option that obviously cannot be taken senously m lus view — is an ideal-

uttc basic ontology of emergentism (see E, p 66, n102) He presupposes
that any senous emergennsm must start from a matenahst or physicalist
furruture of the world Ideahst or panpsychist doctnnes and related views
postulatmg "neutrale, abstrakte oder mentale Grundbausteme" are radier
dogmatically abandoned by Stephan and other recent emergentists In our
days, a is natural to focus on the scientifically promismg matenalist versions
of emergennsm, but it cannot be deculed a pricm that all idealist ontologies
which leave room for the emergence of matter out of some non-material
basic "stuff" (e g, "expenence") are non-starters On the contrary, a would
be mterestmg to know whether somedung resemblmg the notion of emer-
gence has been used by the classics of Klealistic philosophy — for example,
by Hegel and other German idealists
40 In addmon to Margolts's (1984, 1995) wramgs combuung emergentism
and pragmansm, see Pthlstrom (1996) and (1999b) For a discussion of
emergence walun a cornprehenstve defense of saenttfic reahsm (though
not physicahsm), see Nunduoto (1999)
41 The quesnon of reahsm is also related to the contrast between onto-
logical and epistemic defirunons of emergence (PihIstriim 1999b) Some
purportedly ontological charactenzations of emergence seem to remtroduce
epistemic tssues For example, there is an element of observer-relatrvity in
El-Hant's and Emmeche's (2000, p 272) definmon of property emergence,
ui which one of the features of an emergent property of an object is that it
is not observed tu any parts of the object
42 One of the few contnbutors to the emergence debate who have senously
considered the issue of realism is El-Hani (2002), who rehes ou Dennett's
pragmatic "mdd realism" m defending the reality of emergent properties
These propernes can, he argues, be accepted m our ontology on the grounds
of sciennfic utility El-Ham's opposmon to the metaphysical drearn of re-
vealmg the "real nature of nature", the one smgle true descnpnon of the
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world, is healthy from a pragmanst pomt of view, it should be added, how-
eve4 that not only sctentific utility but the pragmanc work done by the
postulanon of emergent propemes in our wider attempts to understand the
world we hve m (from scienttfic, commonsensical, ethical and other per-
spectives) can be a fruitful cntenon for the postulation these propemes —
or for any ontological decisions (cf Pffilstrom 1996) An exclusive emphasis
on sciennfic usefulness is unnecessanly narrow
43 One of the questtons related to thts has to do with the kmds of propernes
we should have in our ontology The emergenttst, of course, postulates not
only monadtc propernes but relations as well This issue can be connected
with the problem of downward causation, discussed above One of the prop-
emes the emergentist needs in her or his ontology is the superveruent causal
relanon between the macro-level property-mstannations that supervene on
micro-levei ones Should we say that m some cases the superverung causal
relanon is itself emergent m relation to the subvemng, more basic one ? If so,
we may ask whether tlus causal relatton — the relational property we have
postulated on the mental levei — fulfills the charactenstics of an emergent
property distinguished by Stephan (see section 2) It may, let us admit, be
reductble to its supervetuence base (though this was problemanzed above),
and it may be regarded as unpredictable, but can the causal relanon itself
exert downward causal mfiuence ? This idea is hardly intelligible we do not
attach causal powers to causal relanons themselves but to entales or prop-
emes involved m those relanons But gwen that downward causal efficacy
is a charactenstic of emergence, isn't it arbitrary to restnct this character-
istic to monadic, non-relanonal propernes only ? Moreover, 'mofar as the
supervement causal relanon does not have any causal powers of its own
(but only the entines appeanng in such a relation do), shouldn't we give
it up as eptphenomenal, that is, as epiphenomenal qua relatton? li would
look hke a shadowy pseudo-relation, a marufestation of the "real" relanon
obtammg between the underlymg micro-levei (physical) emanes
" Antony (1999, p 43) pomts out that Kim's occasional talk about "m-
stances" of a property ought to be mterpreted as refemng to entittes that
have the property rather than to "tropes", or mdividual property mstances
This is one distmcnon wiuch, when overlooked, may cause troubles
45 One of the leadmg authonnes on universais, Armstrong (1997), employs
a (weak) notton of supervemence, but he does not seem to be a fnend of
emergenttsm
46 Agam, an excursus to the tradmon of pragmansm nught help the emer-
gentist Peixe, the founder of pragmansm, always msisted on the reahty of
"generais" — wahm an ambinous metaphystcal system whtch, because of
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its dynamic character, might also be descnbed as emergentist
42 Cf recent chscussions by imguists in MacWhmney (1999), Maatta et ai
(2000), and Lahteenmaki (2001)
48 I am, agam, taatly relymg on Margolis's (1995) Kleas, wahout trymg to
interpret his complex vtew
49 I focus here on the latter parts of Putnam's (1999) book, but the first part,
consistmg of lus Dewey Lectures (onginally published m 1994), is certainly
relevant, too See also von Wright's (1998, p 148) statement accordmg to
which the problem with mind-matter identificai-10n is not iludi but intelh-
gibility

Putnam here refers to William James's memorable pragmattc rejection
of the notion of an "automanc sweetheart" Another recent ivnter whose
views are dose to Putnam's in rins respect is John Haldane (2000) In-
spired by Wittgenstem, Merleau-Ponty, and Anscombe, Haldane urges that
"agency is not a matter of mental command and control of a nundless body"
and that the causal and the epistenuc or mtentional perspectives ought to
be distinguished "We act and know we act in vutue of bemg agents, not
by receiving and conveymg messages to and fro across the nervous system "
(lbid , p 303) On tlus buis, Haldane concludes that the paradigm of phys-
icalism should be grven up in the plulosophy of nund (see also Haldane
1996) Cf here also the references to von Wrighes inews at the end of sec-
non 3 above, and see, for a not unrelated account criticai of physicalism,
Keil (2000)
51 Rather, Kim's view "presupposes prior intelligibility of the Klea that cer-
tam people are `soulless automata "' (Putnam 1999, p 91) Putnam also
suggests that Kirn and other philosophers of mind are m the gnp of a
ture" of psychology that does not really exist (ibul , p 126) Admittedly,
Puniam does not discuss Kim's most recent views (Kim 1999a, 1999b), but
I do not thmk that Kun's posmon has changed signtficandy Somethmg
hW Putnam's Wittgenstemian accusations are sun highly pernnent Kim
(1999a, p 101) does say, though, that he considers it "inconceivable that
a possible world exists that is an exact physical duplicate of tlus world but
lacking wholly ui intentionality"
52 Putnam himself admits, in a pragmanst spmt, that our view of which
questions make sense is entirely fallible and may change (Putnam 1999,
pp 172-3)
53 The locus classlcus of tius debate is of course Nagel's (1979) reflection on
what ti is like to be a bat
54 Smularly, as Puniam (1990) hunself has earher argued, we should not
(pace metaetlucal non-cogninvists and error theonsts) misconstrue (eth-
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ical) values as queer obiects or things that do not fit into the scientific,
physicalist picture of the universe, but treat them as genumely entangled
with the facts surroundmg us Normativity is as irreduable to factuahty as
mentality is to physicahty — but In both cases there is an entanglement
based on our ordmary practices, mstead of any Cartesian gap to be bndged
by future natural saence It should be noted, though, that among contem-
porary physicalists Kim at least is not committed to a picture of the rrund as
a static "thmg"
55 Recall here von Wright's (1971, 1980, 1998) elimination of the "mystery"
of freedom
56 For companson, see Allison's (1997, p 48) argument to the effect that
only transcendental idealism can "ground the right to the conceptual space
that we have come to occupy through a process of Bildung" Allison's de-
mystified transcendental ideahsm is compatible with the icica that human
reason is histoncally developmg and conditioned (ibid , p 45), rooted In
natural arcumstances in the sense of pragmansm, or McDowelPs (1996)
"naturalism of second nature"
57 Unhke most other contnbutors, Hasker (1999, pp 232-5) finds some
prospects for survival after death m lus emergent dualism
58 Even so, there is a lot to learn from Hasker's anti-reductiorusm His book
contams a comprehensive survey of the problems of matenahsm, espeaally
the causal closure principie When developmg 1ns own emergent dualism
(see Hasker 1999, pp 177-8, 188 ff), he argues for the existence of not
only emergent properties but also emergent individuais (governed by emer-
gent laws), mduding free vvill, persons, and nunds or souls He rerrunds us,
however, that heis not advocatmg Cartesian dualism, for it is the bram that
produces the mmd, the mmd is not "added" from outside, but the field of
consaousness emerges from the bram roughly m the sense m which a mag-
nem field emerges from, or is produced by, a magnet (ibid , pp 189-90)
These metaphors might be used by a less metaphysically mchned thmker
for whom, agam, free will (for mstance) does not refer to an obscure emer-
gent object but expresses a concept to be used m structunng the world from
a point of view essennally different from the scientific-causal one
59 By no means have I assumed, however, that these thmkers would sub-
scribe to my views I have used their ideas as my source of inspiration
60 The fact that Davidson's causal theory "overtumed" the "anttcausal post-
non" In the metaphysics of the muid — a position that had been mfluennal
— and became "the new orthodoxy" m the 1960s and 1970s (Kim 1999a,
p 63) is, thus, an unfortunate madent in the history of recent philoso-
phy Still, the diversity of the non-causahst authors 1 have ated should be
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enough to retnuld the reader that no return to orthodox Wittgensteituan-
um, let alone "ordmary language phdosophy", has been proposed m dus
paper Phdosophers like Kim hardly argue agamst, but simply ignore, the
possibtlity of interestmg non-causal accounts of agency and mtentionality
One way of expressmg my conduston m this essay is to say that the prob-
lems with downward causation that Kim skillfully diagnoses constitute a
powerful modus tollens agamst the causalist picture wluch emergentists like
Stephan have not gtven up
61! dunk that even expliatly ann-naturahst thmkers such as Taylor (1989)
trught have use for the concept of emergence, msofar as they are not deny-
IN that human agency (which, they nghtly argue, cannot be reduced to the
physwal world) is somehow rooted m non-human material nature
62 Talung pragmansm senously m relanon to emergentism might even take
the latter closer to somethmg hke Lebensphdosophze (phdosophy of life),
without the metaphysical overtones of vitahsm nghdy discarded by dasst-
cal and modern emergentists From a pragmanst perspective, emergennsm
would (or should) be much more than a "scientific" doctrme
63 I began wntmg this essay as a revtew of Stephan (1999), but I soon re-
ahzed that a broader investigation of emergennst ideas was requtred I am
grateful to Achun Stephan, John Symons, Mark Bedau, Incita Numluoto,
Heikki J Koskmen, and especially Charbel Nulo El-Haru for helpful ex-
changes of wleas related to emergence


